EXAMPLES.
 131
 28.	Find (i) the curve in which the radius of curvature is proportional to
the arc measured from a fixed point ; (ii) the curve in which the product of
the perpendiculars from two fixed points on the tangent is constant ; (iii) the
curve which has an evolute similar to itself.
 29.	Find a differential equation of the first order of the curve, whose
radius of curvature is equal to n times the normal ; and shew that it is always
integrable when n is an integer.   In particular shew that when n = 2 the curve
is a cycloid, when n=l a circle, when n= - 1 a catenary.
 30.	Shew that the system of curves cutting at a constant angle a other
than right a system of confocal ellipses is given by
x = c cos <j> cosh n (\ 4- $),   y = c sin 0 sinh n (X + <£),
where 2c m the distance between the foci and n is tan a.
(Mainardi and Mukhopadhyay.)
31.	Obtain the orthogonal trajectories of the curves
(i)     xP+y*=*cx;	(ii)    #2+#2H-c2=l4"2<?,zy;
(iii)   aP+y*=3axy;	(iv)   r/«c2;
in the last r and / are the distances from two fixed points.
32.	The curve for which the ordinate and the abscissa of the centre of
gravity of the area included between the ordinates %=*a, and #=# are in the
same ratio as the bounding ordinate y and the abscissa x is given by the
equation
33. The curve whose polar equation is rwcosm0=aw rolls on a fixed
straight line. Assuming that straight line to be the axis of #, shew that the
locus of the curve described by the pole in the rolling curve will have for
its equation
2m
In particular shew that, when 2m=1, the described curve is a catenary;
when w=2 the described curve is an elastica.
(Frenet.)
/J2/9/
34.   Shew that, when a first integral of the equation * %—/(%,y} ib given
in the form -/**$ (#, y, <?), then the primitive is
(Jacobi.)

A tet integral of       «y (1 4- 2 tan2 #) is of the form     =,H> (#) 4- 0$ (a) ;
determine th® primitive.
'

